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Amendments to the Claims 

This listing of claims will replace all prior versions, and listings, of claims in the 

application. 

Listing of Claims: 

Claims 1-10 (cancelled) 

11. (currently amended) A data storage system wherein end-user data is transferred between 

a host computer and a bank of disk drives through an interface, such interface, comprising: 

a memory; 

a plurali^of directors, at least one front-end one of the directors being in 

communication witMhe host computer and at least one rear-end one of the directors being in 

communication with tnfe bank of disk drives, each one of the directirs directors comprising: 

a central processing unit; 

an interface state data bus section, for carrying interface state data, such interface state 

data bus section being in communication with both: 

(a) both the at least one Wit-end one and the at least one rear-end one of the 

directors; and \ 

£b) the memory; \ 

a plurality of end-user data busses, for carrymg end-user data, each one of the 

plurality of end-user data busses having a first end coupled to a corresponding one of the 

plurality of directors and a second end coupled to the mem^y; and 

wherein the central processing units of such plurality oftfirectors control the end-user 
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data transfer between the host computer and the bank of disk drives through the memory via 

the end-user data busses MI response to interface state data generated by the directors, such 

generated interface state aata being transferred among the directors through the memory via 

the interface state data bui section. 

12. (previously presented) The system recited in claim 11 wherein the end-users data busses 

are serial busses. \ 

13. (previously presented)The system recited in claim 11 wherein the interface state data bus 

section includes parallel busses. \ 

14. (previously presented)The systemVecited in claim 13 wherein the parallel busses are 

coupled to the directors in a multi-drop\configuration. 

15. (previously presented)The system recited in claim 13 wherein the end-user data busses 

are serial busses. \ 

16. (previously presented)The system recited in claim 15 wherein the parallel busses are 

coupled to the directors in a multi-drop configuration. 

17. (previously presented)The system recited in claimu 1 including a coupling node and 

wherein each the memory has a plurality of regions and wherein the each one of the end-user 

data buses is coupled to the plurality of regions selectively through coupling node. 
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18. (previously presented) TEhe system recited in claim 17 wherein the coupling node includes 

a cross-bar switch. \ 

19. (previously presented)The sVstem recited in claim 13 wherein the interface state data bus 

section includes a plurality of parallel busses, each one thereof being coupled to a one of the 

plurality of directors and to the memory. 

20. (currently amended) A method of operating a data storage system wherein end-user data 

is transferred between a host computer and a bank of disk drives through an interface, such 

method comprising: \ 

providing a memory; \ 

providing a plurality of directors, eaMi one of the directors having a central 

processing unit, at least one front-end one of the directors being in communication with the 

host computer and at least one rear-end one of the directors being in communication with the 

bank of disk drives; \ 

providing a plurality of interface state data Bosses for carrying interface state data, 

such interface state data busses being in communication with both: 

 (a) both the at least one front-end one and the atMeast one rear-end one of the 

directors; and \ 

 (b) the memory; \ 

providing a plurality of end-user data busses, for carrying end-user data, each one 

of the plurality of end-user data busses having a first end coupled t\ a corresponding one of 

the plurality of directors and a second end coupled to the memory; and 

wherein the central processing units of such plurality of directors control the end- 

user data transfer between the host computer and the bank of disk drivesWough the memory 
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via the end-ijser data busses in response to interface state data generated by the directors, 

such generated interface state data being transferred among the directors through the memory 

via the interface\tate data bus. 

21. (currently amended) A data storage system wherein end-user data is transferred between 

a host computer and a rcank of disk drives through an interface, such interface, comprising: 

a memory; \ 

a plurality of directors, each one having a central processing unit, at least one 

front-end one of the directors being in communication with the host computer and at least 

one rear-end one of the directors being in communication with the bank of disk drives; 

an interface state dam bus section, for carrying interface state data, such interface 

state data bus section being in communication with the at least one front-end one and the at 

least one rear-end one of the directors; 

a plurality of end-user dam busses, for carrying end-user data, each one of the 

plurality of end-user data busses having a first end coupled to a corresponding one of the 

plurality of directors and a second end coupled to the memory; and 

wherein such central processin^wnits of the plurality of directors control the end- 

user data transfer between the host computerYnd the bank of disk drives through the memory 

_via the end-user data busses in response to intetface state data generated by the directors, 

such generated interface state data being transferred among the directors via the interface 

state data bus section. \ 

22. (previously presented)The system recited in claim 2lVvherein the end-users data busses 

are serial busses. \ 
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23. (previously presented)The system recited in claim 21 wherein the interface state data bus 

section included parallel busses. 

24. (previously presWed)The system recited in claim 23 wherein the parallel busses are 

coupled to the directors in a multi-drop configuration. 

25. (previously presentedVrhe system recited in claim 23 wherein the end-user data busses 

are serial busses. \ 

26. (previously presented)TheWstem recited in claim 25 wherein the parallel busses are 

coupled to the directors in a mutti-drop configuration. 

27. (previously presented)The system recited in claim 21 including a coupling node and 

wherein each the memory has a plurality of regions and wherein the each one of the end-user 

data buses is coupled to the plurality olSregions selectively through coupling node. 

28. (previously presented)The system recitetd in claim 23 wherein the interface state data bus 

section includes a plurality of parallel busses each one thereof being coupled to a one of the 

plurality of directors and to the memory. \ 

29. (currently amended) A method of operating a (lata storage system wherein end-user data 

is transferred between a host computer and a bank oXdisk drives through an interface, such 

method comprising: \ 

providing a memory; \ 
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providing a plurality of directors each one of the directors having a central 

processing unit, at least one front-end one of the directors being in communication with the 

host computer and V least one rear-end one of the directors being in communication with the 

bank of disk drives; \ 

providing an\nterface state data section for carrying interface state data, such 

interface state data sectiom being in communication with the at least one front-end one and 

the at least one rear-end oneVf the directors; 

providing a plural it* of end-user data busses, for carrying end-user data, each one 

of the plurality of end-user data ftuisses having a first end coupled to a corresponding one of 

the plurality of directors and a second end coupled to the memory; and 

wherein such central processing units of the plurality of directors control the end- 

user data transfer between the host computer and the bank of disk drives and the memory via 

the end-user data busses in response to interface state data generated by the directors, such 

generated interface state data being transferred among the directors via the interface state 

data section. \ 

30. (currently amended) A data storage system wfterein end-user data is transferred between 

a host computer and a bank of disk drives through aX interface, such interface, comprising: 

a memory; \ 

a plurality of directors, each one thereof having a central processing unit, a front- 

end portion of such plurality of directors being in communication with the host computer, 

and a rear end portion of such plurality of directors being in Communication with the bank of 

disk drives; \ 

an interface state data bus section, for carrying interface state data, such interface 

state data bus section being in communication with both the front-end portion of the plurality 

of directors and the rear end portion of the plurality of directors; \ 
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plurality of end-user data busses, for carrying end-user data, each one of the 

plurality of encwiser data busses having a first end coupled to a corresponding one of the 

plurality of directors and a second end coupled to the memory; and 

wherein yie central processing units of such plurality of directors control the end- 

user data transfer between the host computer and the bank of disk drives through the memory 

via the end-user data busses in response to interface state data generated by the directors, 

such generated interface Vtate data being transferred among the directors via the interface 

state data bus section. \ 

31. (previously presented) The Wstem recited in claim 30 wherein the end-users data busses 

are serial busses. \ 

32. (previously presented) The system\ecited in claim 30 wherein the interface state data bus 

section includes parallel busses. \ 

33. (previously presented) The system recited m claim 32 wherein the parallel busses are 

coupled to the directors in a multi-drop configuration. 

34. (previously presented) The system recited in claim 32 wherein the end-user data busses 

are serial busses. \ 

35. (previously presented) The system recited in claim 34 whereinythe parallel busses are 

coupled to the directors in a multi-drop configuration. \ 
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36. (previouslwpresented) The system recited in claim 30 including a coupling node and 

wherein each thd memory has a plurality of regions and wherein the each one of the end-user 

data buses is coupled to the plurality of regions selectively through coupling node. 

37. (previously presented) The system recited in claim 36 wherein the coupling node includes 

a cross-bar switch. \ 

38. (previously presented) The system recited in claim 32 wherein the interface state data bus 

section includes a plurality o\parallel busses, each one thereof being coupled to a one of the 

plurality of directors and to the\memory. 

39. (currently amended) A methodiof operating a data storage system wherein end-user data 

is transferred between a host ComputerLand a bank of disk drives through an interface, such 

method comprising: \ 

providing a memory; \ 

providing a plurality of directors, eiach one of the directors having a central 

processing unit, a front end portion of the directors being in communication with the host 

computer and a rear end portion of the directors being in communication with the bank of 

disk drives; \ 

providing an interface state data section for carrying interface state data, such 

interface state data section being in communication with the front end portion of the 

directors and the rear end portion of the directors; \ 

providing a plurality of end-user data busses, for caiwing end-user data, each one 

of the plurality of end-user data busses having a first end coupled ro a corresponding one of 

the plurality of directors and a second end coupled to the memory; and 
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wherein the central processing units of such plurality of directors control the end- 

user data transfer between the host computer and the bank of disk drives and the memory via 

the end-user dam busses in response to interface state data generated by the directors, such 

generated interface state data being transferred among the directors via the interface state 

data section. \ 

40. (currently amended) A data storage system wherein end-user data is transferred between a 

host computer and a bank of disk drives through an interface, such interface, comprising: 

a memory; \ 

a pluralityW directors, comprising: 

a plurality oV front-end directors, each one of such front-end direcytors having 

a central processing unit, such plurality of front end directors being in communication with 

the host computer, and \ 

a plurality of reanend directors, each one of the rear-end directors having a 

central processing unit, such plurality of rear end directors being in communication with the 

bank of disk drives; \ 

an interface state data bus section, for carrying interface state data, such 

interface state data bus section being imcommunication with both the front-end portion of the 

plurality of directors and the rear end portion of the plurality of directors; 

a plurality of end-user data busses, for carrying end-user data, each one of a 

first portion of the plurality of end-user data Vusses having a first end coupled to a 

corresponding one of the plurality of front endNlirectors and a second end coupled to the 

memory and each one of a second portion of the Plurality of end user data buses having a first 

end coupled to a corresponding one of the pluralitw>f rear end directors and a second end 

coupled to the memory; and \ 

wherein the central processing units of such plurality of directors control the end- 
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user data transfer between the host computer and the bank of disk drives through the memory 

via the end-user data busses in response to interface state data generated by the directors, 

such generated interface state data being transferred among the directors via the interface 

state data bus section. 

41. (previously presented) The system recited in claim 40 wherein the first portion of the end- 

users data busses comprises a plurality of serial busses. 

42. (previously presentecw The system recited in claim 40 wherein the second portion of the 

interface state data bus section comprises a plurality of serial busses. 

43. (previously presented) Tha system recited in claim 42 wherein the first portion of the end- 

users data busses comprises a plurality of serial busses. 

44. (currently amended) A method of operating a data storage system wherein end-user data 

is transferred between a host computeVand a bank of disk drives through an interface, such 

method comprising: \ 

providing a memory; \ 

providing a plurality of directors,Vich plurality of directors comprising: 

a plurality of front end directors, each one thereof having a central processing 

unit, such plurality of front end directors being in\ommunication with the host computer, 

and; \ 

a plurality of rear end directors, each one thereof having a central processing unit, 

such plurality of rear end directors being in communication with the bank of disk drives; 

providing an interface state data section for carrying interface state data, such 

interface state data section being in communication with the plurality of front end directors 

and the plurality of rear end directors; \ 
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providing a plurality of end-user data busses, for carrying end-user data, each one 

of e^irst portion of the plurality of end-user data busses having a first end coupled to a 

corresponding one of the plurality of front end directors and a second end coupled to the 

memorV and each one of a second portion of the plurality of end user buses having a first end 

coupled\p a corresponding one of the plurality of the rear end directors and a second end 

coupled totthe memory; 

wherein the central processing units of such plurality of directors control the end- 

user data transfer between the host computer and the bank of disk drives and the memory via 

the end-user datX busses in response to interface state data generated by the directors, such 

generated interface* state data being transferred among the directors via the interface state 

data section. \ 

45. (previously presentea^The method recited in claim 44 wherein the first portion of the 

end-users data busses is provided with a plurality of serial busses. 

46. (previously presented) The method recited in claim 44 wherein the second portion of the 

interface state data bus section is pkwided with a plurality of serial busses. 

47. (previously presented) The method rVited in claim 46 wherein the first portion of the 

end-users data busses is provided with a plurality of serial busses. 

48. (new) A system, comprising: \ 

a plurality of directors, each one of the directors having an end user data port and an 

interface state data port; \ 

a cache memory coupled to the end user data ports of the plurality of directors; 

wherein the directors control end user data transferswith end user data in such end user 
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data transfer passing through the cache memory in response to interface state data passing 

through the interface state data ports of the directors. 

49. (new) Adata storage system for transferring data between a host computer/server and a 

bank of disk krives through a system interface, such system interface comprising: 

a plurality of first directors coupled to host computer/server, each one of the first 

directors having\an end user data port and an interface state data port; 

a pluralityVf second directors coupled to the bank of disk drives, each one of the 

second directors having an end user data port and an interface state data port; 

a cache memVy coupled to the end user data ports of the plurality of first directors 

and second directors; \ 

wherein the first and second directors control end user data transfer between the host 

computer and the bank of dvsk drives with end user data in such end user data transfer passing 

through the cache memory in response to interface state data passing between the first director 

and the second director through me interface state data ports of the plurality of first directors 

and the plurality of second directors. 

50. (new) A system, comprising: \ 

a plurality of directors, each oneVf the directors having a n end user data port and an 

interface state data port; \ 

a cache memory ; \ 

wherein the directors control end user data transfer with end user data in such end user 

data transfer passing to the cache memory through me end user data ports in response to 

interface state data passing through the interface state ckta ports of the directors. 

51. (new) A data storage system for transferring data between a host computer/server and a 

bank of disk drives through a system interface, such systemSinterface comprising: 

a plurality of first directors coupled to host computer/Server, each one of the first 

directors having an end user data port and an interface state data\ort; 
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a plurality of second directors coupled to the bank of disk drives, each one of the 

second directors having an end user data port and an interface state data port; 

a cache memory; 

wherein the first and second directors control end user data transfer between the host 

computer and tha bank of disk drives with end user data in such end user data transfer passing 

through the end uAer data ports in response to interface state data passing between the first 

director and the secbnd director through the interface state data ports of the plurality of first 

directors and the plurality of second directors. 

52 (new) A system, comprising: 

a plurality of directors; 

a cache memory in communication with the plurality of directors, 

wherein the directors control end user data transfer with end user data in such data 

transfer passing to the cache memory through an end user data communication channel in 

response to interface state datapassing through the directors through a different, interface state 

data communication channel \ 

53 (new) A data storage system fok transferring data between a host computer/server and a 

bank of disk drives through a system interface, such system interface comprising: 

a plurality of first directors coWed to host computer/server; 

a plurality of second directors coupled to the bank of disk drives; 

a cache memory in communication with the plurality of directors, 

wherein the first and second directors control end user data transfer between the host 

computer and the bank of disk drives with encmiser data in such end user data transfer passing 

through an end user communication channel in response to interface state data passing between 

the first director and the second director through axlifferent, interface state data communication 

path. \ 
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54. faew) A system, comprising: 

\a plurality of directors, each one of the directors having an end user data port and an 

interfac^state data port, one of such ports being coupled to a crossbar switch; 

a\ache memory coupled to the end user data ports of the plurality of directors; 

wherein the directors control end user data transfer with end user data in such end user 

data transfer pissing through the cache memory in response to interface state data passing 

through the interface state data ports of the directors. 

55. (new) A data storage system for transferring data between a host computer/server and a 

bank of disk drives tnrough a system interface, such system interface comprising: 

a plurality of fira directors coupled to host computer/server, each one of the first 

directors having an end user data port and an interface state data port; one of such ports being 

coupled to a crossbar switcrk 

a plurality of second directors coupled to the bank of disk drives, each one of the 

second directors having an end uker data port and an interface state data port, one of such 

ports being coupled to a crossbar switch; 

a cache memory coupled to thkend user data ports of the plurality of first directors 

and second directors; \ 

wherein the first and second directors control end user data transfer between the host 

computer and the bank of disk drives with end user data in such end user data transfer passing 

through the cache memory in response to interfacesstate data passing between the first director 

and the second director through the interface state date ports of the plurality of first directors 

and the plurality of second directors. \ 

56. (new) A system, comprising: \ 

a plurality of directors, each one of the directors havrag a n end user data port and an 

interface state data port, one of such ports being coupled to a crossbar switch; 

a cache memory ; \ 
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v   wherein the directors control end user data transfer with end user data in such end user 

data transfer passing to the cache memory through the end user data ports in response to 

interfkAstate data passing through the interface state data ports of the directors. 

57. (new) A data storage system for transferring data between a host computer/server and a 

bank of diskMrives through a system interface, such system interface comprising: 

a plurality of first directors coupled to host computer/server, each one of the first 

directors having    end user data port and an interface state data port, one of such ports being 

coupled to a crosslrar switch; 

a plurality of second directors coupled to the bank of disk drives, each one of the 

second directors havin^an end user data port and an interface state data port, one of such 

ports being coupled to a crossbar switch; 

a cache memory; \ 

wherein the first and second directors control end user data transfer between the host 

computer and the bank of disk drrves with end user data in such end user data transfer passing 

through the end user data ports in response to interface state data passing between the first 

director and the second director through the interface state data ports of the plurality of first 

directors and the plurality of second directors. 

58. (new) A system, comprising: \ 

a plurality of directors; \ 

a cache memory in communication with the plurality of directors, 

wherein the directors control end user data transfer with end user data in such data 

transfer passing to the cache memory through an end uster data communication channel in 

response to interface state data passing through the director through a different, interface state 

data communication channel, one of such channels being coupled to a crossbar switch. 

59. (new) A data storage system for transferring data between a host computer/server and a 

bank of disk drives through a system interface, such system interface comprising: 
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a pluraliW of first directors coupled to host computer/server; 

a plurality of second directors coupled to the bank of disk drives; 

a cache memoW in communication with the plurality of directors, 

wherein the firsthand second directors control end user data transfer between the host 

computer and the bank of disk drives with end user data in such end user data transfer passing 

through an end user communication channel in response to interface state data passing between 

the first director and the second director through a different, interface state data communication 

channel one of such channels being coupled to a crossbar switch. 
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